The emerging role of ICP-MS in proteomic analysis.
Quantitative proteomics and absolute determination of proteins are topics of fast growing interest, since only the quantity of proteins or changes in their abundance reflect the status and extent of changes of a given biological system. Quantification of the desired proteins has been carried out by molecule specific MS techniques, but relative quantifications are commonplace so far even resorting to stable isotope labelling techniques such as ICAT and SILAC. In the last decade the idea of using element-selective mass spectrometric detection (e.g. ICP-MS instruments) to achieve absolute quantification has been realised and ICP-MS stands now as a new tool in the field of quantitative proteomics. In this review the emerging role of ICP-MS in protein and proteomic analysis is highlighted. The potential of ICP-MS methods and strategies for screening multiple heteroatoms (e.g. S, P, Se, metals) in proteins and their mixtures and extraordinary capabilities to tackle the problem of absolute protein quantifications, via heteroatom determinations, are discussed and illustrated. New avenues are also open derived from the use of ICP-MS for precise isotope abundance measurements in polyisotopic heteroatoms. The "heteroatom (isotope)-tagged proteomics" concept is focused on the use of naturally present element tags and also extended to any protein by resorting to bioconjugation reactions (i.e. labelling sought proteins and peptides with ICP-MS detectable heteroatoms). A major point of this review is displaying the possibilities of using a "hard" ion source, the ICP, to complement well-established "soft" ion sources for mass spectrometry to tackle present proteomic analysis.